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Introduction 
There are softwares which translate from any language to any language, however, the promise of the 
futuristic sign language decoders have always been far away from being a day to day reality.
Proposing a Neural Network based Sign language to speech translator which purports to translate sign 
language in real-time to text or speech as the user gestures. For people in the Deaf community, this tool 
could come in handy as it will not demand any extra hardware and use a camera (Like the ones present 
on the phone) to detect the pose and gestures.
Dataset
●
●
●
https://www.crcv.ucf.edu/data/UCF101.php
Approach
Extracting Key Frames 
[We have 120 or 500 frames] per video
We extract the key frames ~5 Key frames
From any Duration we extract 5 frames from all of approx 
~200 videos.
Extracting Pose
From Each key frame we extract pose
91x5=455 / Video feature dimensions 
Which we use to training and testing 
For each frame we have temporal information
Extracting Features using 
C3D
From the Poses extracted we calculate the distance between 
each point and generate a distance matrix from each key 
frame
Post that we append the matrices from the rest of the key 
frames.
And Input the distance matrix to C3D
Training the Neural Network using 
the Extracted Features
Using the Distance matrix as the input we train the neural 
network
And generate a classification model
To Sum up
